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Training Bounce / Set Position Rhythm 



Training Bounce / Set Position 

Of all the questions I am asked about goalkeeping in courses or camps, understanding the “training 

bounce”, “set” or “ready” position ranks in the Top 3. When I discuss with players this CRITICAL aspect 

of footwork, I emphasis the need of being balanced, light on the balls of the feet, and ready to react to 

any shot, deflection, or through ball.  

Young goalkeepers either are too relaxed too stiff as a board. Finding the “Happy Medium” is crucial to 

be quick and agile. Older GKers often forget the slight hop forward as the shooter starts their movement 

to strike…the shooters leg starting back. I understand the confusion for both young and older as calling it 

a “set position” misleads some to think I am implying a static, almost frozen position rather than a 

relaxed, balanced, focused, and athletic position. 

What is the “Set” or “Ready” position? Simply it is the action taken to load the many groups of muscles 

in each leg and establish a balanced, agile, strong base just before a shot.  This is done by having your 

feet shoulder width apart, weight on the balls of your feet, slight bend in the knees and back, hands 

positioned out in front comfortably in one of two areas…palms facing forward, hands slightly below 

waist OR arms bent, allowing hands to be forward more and about waist height.  This stance will help a 

goalkeeper maintain all-important balance and keep their weight slightly forward.   

Since change, such as a shooter faking the shot, choosing for a pass rather than shooting themselves, it 

is important to remember the “Set” or “Ready” position is a temporary position taken before an action 

from an attacker...specifically before the shooter’s leg is swinging through the ball.  Getting into this 

movement late, indicated by the keeper moving into the ready position during the shot, means the 

keeper is not ready.  A keeper whom is moving forward during the shot has difficulty reacting properly, 

or moving laterally.  In contrast, a keeper with their weight back, forcing their heels into the ground 

hinders their ability to load the leg muscles to generate explosive momentum forward to the ball.  

Establishing the proper ready position rhythm takes time and repetitive training environments.  

Developing an understanding, the recognition of when an attacker is going to commit to a service, shot 

or pass is crucial in developing what I term the “Training Bounce-Set Rhythm.”  Top professional 

goalkeepers such as Buffon and Neur have developed a ready position over many years of training to 

develop an understanding of a shooters rhythm and the visual cues as well.  

Being acutely aware of when the ball is under control, near an attacker, and proactive in reading what 

the tactical decision should be is vitally important for any goalkeeper. A shot, cross, deflection can 

happen at any moment.  I am also often asked, “why do you consider this “footwork” training. 

Specifically, I consider it an aspect of footwork because a goalkeeper’s steps/movements should be 

quick, small steps constantly adjusting ones position/angle in relation to the ball location. Big steps in 

goalkeeping are clean sheet killers because in a blink of an eye a goalkeeper should be in a balanced 

“set” position, feet shoulder width apart, and on the balls of the feet.  Every revolution of the ball from a 

pass or touch, everything changes, meaning a keeper is required to adjust their position…if only slightly 

always being cognizant of where they are in relation to the post, goal line and the “Ball Line”. Most shots 

are likely to be a “Save Zone” type save if goalkeeper has taken the appropriate angle, training bounce, 

well timed “Set” position with weight balanced, allowing for a GK to stay on their feet more often. 



GK coaches should spend more time in training, especially in warm-ups refining these types of 

techniques. The time spent here will lead to less goals being scored, a higher percentage of saveable 

shots utilizing clean, quick footwork without leaving ones feet for an EST (Emergency Save Technique).   


